Our conception of tuberculosis has undergone great changes since Koch revealed the causal organism and later showed that sensitization of tissue cells plays a significant part in the disease.
We now appreciate the unity of all tuberculous processes. We are able to define the pathological changes which take place at the site of first infection as the simple reaction of the tissues to the presence of the tubercle bacillus and its products, similar to the reaction of tissues to any foreign substance. We now consider the different types of reactions of the tissues of previously infected individuals, on again coming in contact with bacilli, as being evidence of a specific defensive mechanism.
The reaction to tuberculous reinfection is different in different individuals. If it were possible for us to know, the particular factors which determine these diverse manifestations, we would thereby greatly increase our understanding of the disease, and improve our chances of finding a satisfactory cure for it.
The real understanding of tuberculosis and its diverse manifestations, and the ability to predict the course a given infection will take, seem to depend upon facts of immunologic nature which, if they were known to us, would explain many of the mysteries which at present surround the disease. However, intrinsic variations in susceptibility and resistance are exceedingly difficult to understand and evaluate, for (Israel and Long, 1941) .
The most common familiar form of pulmonary tuberculosis is the chronic, cavity-forming type. Benjamin (1937 Benjamin ( , 1938 
